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Introduction

 Motor learning involves both implicit and explicit learning processes [1,2].

 Implicit sensorimotor adaptation can be isolated by using clamped visual feedback in which

the feedback follows an invariant path, independent of the direction of the hand movement

[3].
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 Small clamps produce slower initial

adaptation than large clamps, but

converge to the same asymptote [4].

 This effect can be modeled by assuming

that the behavioral response to a small

error changes over time, eventually

reaching the same magnitude as that

induced by a large error.

 Here, we ask whether this hypothesized increase in responsiveness to small errors exhibits

savings, manifest as faster adaptation in a novel location (Experiment 1), or when a learning

experience is repeated after washout (Experiment 2).
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 Extended exposure to small errors exhibits savings when tested in the same location, but

not in a novel location.

 The savings effect observed here is consistent with the hypothesis that extended exposure

increases responsiveness to small errors. We have yet to test the hypothesis that savings

would also be observed with large errors.
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Time course of hand angle of all trials of one participant from each group:

Time course of mean hand angle over cycles:

Time course of mean cycle hand angle averaged over participants + 95% CI:

Statistical analyses:

 Lower early adaptation rate in the 20 group [Group main: F(1, 20)=25.07, p<0.001]

 No evidence for savings when test at a novel location. Early adaptation rate is similar for both

sessions [Session main: F(1,20)=0.20, p=0.66; Group-Session interaction: F(1,20)=0.61, p=0.45]

 Contrary to earlier work, trends for higher asymptote [Group main: F(1,20)=3.02, p=0.10] and

larger aftereffect [Group main: F(1,20)=3.21, p=0.09] in the 150 group

 Smaller aftereffect in the wedge associated with the training session [Session main:

F(1,20)=5.65, p=0.03], possibly since there was a long delay between training session and test

for aftereffect.

Time course of hand angle of all trials (left) and mean over cycles (right) of two participants:

Time course of mean cycle hand angle averaged over participants + 95% CI:

Statistical analyses: Correlations:

 Evidence for savings when learning experience is repeated based on Increase in early

adaptation rate [t(13)=2.58, p=0.02]

 Positive correlation between asymptote and savings (difference in early adaptation rate

between 1st and 2nd sessions)

 Asymptotic values show good test-retest reliability

 Puzzling decrease in asymptote during 2nd session [t(13)=2.88, p=0.01]
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